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-mulate the economy. In 2020, US federal
reserve board increased the money supply
2

(M2) by over 20% . This compared to the year
of 2019 where the US money supply increased
by under 10%3 . The growth of the US money
supply has thus more than doubled over one
year. Whether this has been overdue or
necessary can only the future show and will
possibly be debated for many years to come.
As we can see, inflation has slowly begun to
show 4 and with this, can we possibly see a

A

correlation with some increased asset prices.
sense of optimism and hope runs through

For example, the price of copper has

the world as things slowly but steadily get back to

increased by almost 27% since January 2021

normal. Nearly 700 million people in the world

and by 68% since January 2020. US technology

1

have gotten one shot and there is much implicating

stocks such as Apple (-3,97% YTD) have been

this number will grow faster within the next month

the ones directly suffering from the fear of

thanks to accelerated vaccine manufacturing. But,

higher inflation. The big question now is:

the crisis isn’t over yet and large countries like

when (if ever) will the interest rates increase?

India still suffer hard from the pandemic.
In the overall stock market, Q1- reports have

1

We weekly hear about stocks and indexes reaching

been incoming. A lot of which exceeded

ATHs and it is pretty clear that the market is

market

recovering from the pandemic. The S&P 500 now

website Hemnet (+9,32% YTD) listed on

closes at 4,159.12 compared to the beginning of the

Nasdaq

pandemic, March 2020, where the index was down

continues

to 2584,59. How much of this that is central banks

Evolution Gaming (+71,42% YTD). In

work and how much is actually signs of the

cryptocurrency world, Bitcoin (+44,29% YTD)

economy recovering on its own is hard to say. The

was down 12% after Elon Musk, with reference

world has gone to extreme lengths in trying to sti-

to environmental factors, announced they

https://ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations?country=OWID_WRL

2
https://www.ft.com/content/9f9db6c2-b03b-4a97-acfe-2a6220b6dd29
3
https://www.ft.com/content/9f9db6c2-b03b-4a97-acfe-2a6220b6dd29
4

https://www.ft.com/content/dfffa56a-6450-4a58-97a6-b3d12ea72d9c

expectations.
Stockholm,
to

Swedish
and

benefit

housing

the

pandemic

gaming

company
the

EDITORIAL
would no longer accept Bitcoin as payment for
5

buying a vehicle from Tesla.

As the new Editor-in-Chief, I am very much
looking forward to a year filled with finance
and inspiring people. I will do my absolute best

As well as development happens in the market,

in making sure you get an educational and

development happens in LINC. LINC has

inspiring magazine every quarter and try and

elected a new Executive Board, and the Female

fill Isabella’s, the last Editor-in-Chief, shoes to

Network committee is happy to have gotten

the best of my ability. Don’t hesitate to email

Samantha Nordqvist as the new Head of

an article to me for a chance to get featured in

Female Network. We would also like to

an issue this year. I hope you will enjoy the

congratulate Olivia Ceplitis on the new

magazine!

position as President of LINC. Check out
LINC's

Facebook

or

Instagram

for

presentations of the new Executive Board. A
further presentation of the newly appointed
Female Network committee can be found later
down in this issue of the magazine.
The committee is currently in the process of
planning plenty of exciting events and
activities for the year to come. Make sure to
follow us on Instagram, Facebook, and
LinkedIn so you don’t miss out on anything.
Nelly Åkesson
Editor-in-Chief of the
Female Network Magazine

5

https://edition.cnn.com/2021/05/12/tech/elon-musk-tesla-bitcoin/index.html
The above written text should be seen as personal opinions and reflections rather than financial advice.
None of the mentioned industries nor companies are in any way recommendations to buy or sell a security.
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THE NEW FACES OF
FEMALE NETWORK
THE COMMITTEE OF 2021/2022

HEAD OF FEMALE NETWORK
Samantha Nordqvist

My name is Samantha Nordqvist, born and raised in Gothenburg and
currently pursuing a Bachelor’s Degree in Mathematics. I joined Female
Network because I’m passionate about diversity and inclusion and believe
that companies and individuals can benefit from more inclusive company
culture. Since I was young, I’ve had interests in typically “male” hobbies, like
mathematics, programming and economics, but felt too intimidated to
actually go for it wholeheartedly. One day I asked myself, “what’s the worst
thing that can happen?” which has led me to study mathematics,
computational programming and joining LINC in 2019.

VICE HEAD OF FEMALE NETWORK
Emily May

My name is Emily and I am in my second semester of the master’s
programme in Innovation and Global Sustainable Development. I
originally joined LINC to expand my knowledge in finance and to get
together with like-minded, driven students, but I was quickly
interested in Female Network in particular. I loved the idea of being
part of a network that is encouraging women to pursue a career in
finance, and I was drawn to this community where women support
each other to achieve their career goals in an industry that is still very
male-dominated. I also think Female Network has the potential to play
a valuable role in educating women about the importance of taking
charge of one’s own financial decisions by investing, for example.
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MARKETING COORDINATOR
Ella Appelholm

My name is Ella Appelholm and I’m currently pursuing a BSc in
International Business. The position of Marketing Coordinator for Female
Network felt like a perfect fit for me as I get to combine two great passions
of mine - marketing and finance. Here I get to create something
meaningful together with a committee that inspires me with their own
passion and drive for what they do. The Female Network serves both as a
bridge, a supportive rock, and an igniting spark for women interested in
finance - a process I feel grateful for being a part of. Women supporting
women is a powerful force, especially within a male-dominated industry,
and Female Network is truly an embodiment of just that.

EDITOR IN CHIEF, FEMALE NETWORK MAGAZINE
Nelly Åkesson

My name is Nelly and I am currently studying my third semester
pursuing a Bachelor's in Politics and Economics focusing on economics.
I have always had a great interest in finance, an interest that has grown
stronger over the last few years and specifically evolved during my
economics course last semester. I joined Female Network to develop
that interest into something more and to meet other like-minded
people. I especially find the Female Network committee interesting
since you, besides working with finance, get to be a small part of the
important work in making women more interested in finance as a
career path and privately.
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EVENT COORDINATOR

Aulona Fetahu

My name is Aulona and I am currently in my second semester of my
Bachelor’s in Economy and Society. My passion for finance and willingness to
expand my knowledge in it are one of the main reasons why I decided to join
the Female Network. Despite that, I also love the idea that the Female
Network tries to reduce the gender gap within the finance industry. I think
this is a great way to introduce and educate females into this industry full of
opportunities. Hopefully, also trying to encourage and inspire those who
want to pursue a career within finance.

RELATIONSHIP COORDINATOR
Clara Falkenek

I am Clara Falkenek, a first-year student at Lund University studying
Economics and Programming. I have had a lifelong interest in politics as I
grew up in a very politically active family where not everyone shared views.
Hence I have grown to appreciate political debate and the explor- ation
that comes with it. Following my political interest, I have worked a lot with
European politics. This led me on to international trade, which led me to
discover finance. Finance is hence a very new interest for me and
something I want to explore further, which motivated me to join the
female network. I see it as an opportunity to use my previous experience
and skills to further women in finance while also deepening my knowledge
in the area.
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THE HOUSING
MARKET,
MACROECONOMICS
AND SAVINGS

INTERVIEW

WITH

EMMA PERSSON

EMMA
PERSSON

The stock market, failed inflation
targets, and neutral repurchasing
rates. How should the investor react
to current macroeconomics?
TINA - there is no alternative - has for a
long time been haunting investors, and is
probably one of the reasons why the stock
market has remained extremely popular. If
you are looking for higher returns, the stock
market is currently what you need to turn to
due to the actions taken by central banks
and governments all over the world. The
U.S., Europe, and Japan have launched
record-breaking stimulus packages to reduce
the negative effects of lower economic
growth caused by the pandemic. These
packages

have

provided

support

to

individuals, firms, and financial markets,

Current position:
Financial Savings
Economist,
Länsförsäkringar

Education:
MSc Business and
Economics,
University of
Stockholm

which has meant that the stock market was
able to keep providing positive returns.
However, as an investor, it is important to
be cautious of the risks you take on by
investing in stocks and what you possibly
can do to mitigate them.

INTERVIEW
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The barriers of entry to the real estate
markets are rather high today. Many
people talk about investing in housing;
however, there is an expensive barrier
of entry to that market. How would
you compare an investment in housing
to investing in housing stocks?
Buying a place to live is more than an
investment. Is a place where you should live
and thrive – making money off it is just a
bonus. It might not be as easy for today's
younger generations to make the kind of
money their parents made on the housing
market. If you own an apartment, you are
already heavily invested in the housing market
and might consider buying something entirely
different for balancing your portfolio. Buying
stocks in e.g. the real estate industry is a
completely different thing and has other

in the stock market)? I.e. when should
one prioritize amortizations and when
should one prioritize investing?

When looking back 20 years, it would have
been more profitable to invest a million
kronor in the stock market than in the
housing market, but the problem is that we
don't know anything about the future. Plus,
of course, the fact that we often need
somewhere to live. I would recommend
considering doing both - amortization and
saving. Amortization is a good way to reduce
the risk in your economy, but you also need
cash that is more easily obtained for
unexpected occurrences. Therefore, you
should save money in a bank account AND a
long-term equity capital that you can use for
your future dreams and goals.

dependencies. It comes with a certain amount
of risk and demands that you are well aware
of the business model of the companies you
invest in.

Stay up to speed with what's

happening, and take into consideration the
effects of, for instance, the pandemic and
present and future interest rates.

Is there a ‘holy limit’ of the interest
rate of a loan where one should prioritize a lower amortization and increase
the monthly savings ratio (if invested

Take a student, for example, who is
about to graduate and start their first
real job and settle down. It can be
overwhelming to think of everything
there is a need to save for; down
payment, car, pension, rainy day fund
etc. How should one prioritize and
think considering risk for the different
saving plans (a few years until the
down payment is needed, but at least

INTERVIEW
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35 years until the pension fund is
needed)?
Prioritization is the key to having good
personal finances, both in terms of your
spending habits and your saving goals. If you
want to buy an apartment a few years down
the line, consider prioritizing that first and
keep your other saving goals at a minimum
for the time being. Maybe still put away a
small amount for your pension funds and
make sure you have some emergency cash
stashed away somewhere, but other than that,
keep focused on your short time goal.
Otherwise, think of your saving goals as
different

accounts

and

consider

the

investment horizon for each account. When
you know how much time you have, it´s easier
to decide the kind of risk each account can
tolerate. Short-term goals should be kept at
low risk and longer-term goals at higher risk
(i. e more equities).

In your opinion, based on experience
and knowledge, what are the most
important policies or changes to
implement regarding decreasing the
financial gender gap and encouraging
more women to start investing?
Nothing makes me happier than to see the
rising interest among women to invest. So
much has happened during the last few
years,

making the financial markets more available
to larger groups in society. But there are still
things we can do. For instance, I think
raising financial literacy in the overall
society is essential. We must start teaching
our kids, preferably already in school, about
risk and return and compound interest. We
also must keep fighting for equal pay. As
long as women earn less, they are less likely
to be willing to risk their hard-earned money
on the stock market.

INTERVIEW
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An Interview with

Alicia Engqvist
Stockbroker at
Nordnet Bank AB

How did you decide on being a stockbroker?
I have dreamt of becoming a stockbroker since I
was very young. My grandfather was interested in
saving and he mainly focused his savings on stocks
and premium bonds. Even though I was only six
years old when my grandfather passed away, my
Alicia Engqvist

interest in the market had already begun. I started
working as a part-time stockbroker in the fall of
2020. Since the beginning of May, I have been
taking a full-time position as a stockbroker with

What

Nordnet.

Nordnet entail?

Education:
Fourth semester of her Bachelor’s of
Science in Business and Economics,
Business Administration at
Stockholm University

Current position:
Stockbroker at
Nordnet Bank AB

does

your

position

at

My day-to-day assignments involve
placing orders for customers as well as
answering

questions

relating

to

trading. It is a very stressful job, but I
would not change it for the world. I
have dreamt of this since I was a little
girl.

INTERVIEW
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How do you stay up-to-date on the
markets?

and growth potential.
If you are interested in starting

Personally, I listen to many different
podcasts, such as Bloomberg's podcast,
Odd Lots, with Joe Weisenthal and Tracy
Alloway.

I

also

highly

recommend

listening to Macrovoices with Erik
Townsend. Furthermore, I enjoy using
Twitter as a news channel. It is a great
platform to receive market news rapidly.
If you are just getting started, a tip is
Ekonomibyrån with Carolina Neurath on
SVT, which airs once a week. Another tip
is to read the newspaper, SvD or DI. Tip DI offers student discounts! If you like to
read, there are many great books out
there that can teach you a lot about
trading.

Any tips or tricks for our first-time
traders?
My personal investment style is buy and
hold. I usually do a screening of the
companies before I buy shares. I focus a
lot on the quantitative aspects of the
company, such as market shares

trading, I believe one of the most
important things is to spend a lot of
time in front of the screens. I am
convinced that it is also crucial that
you find your edge. One last tip remember that there cannot be good
days without some bad ones.

USING ALTERNATIVE DATA IN
INVESTMENT STRATEGIES
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USING ALTERNATIVE DATA
Alternative data is used to evaluate a
IN
company or investment, which is not
INVESTMENT
available in traditional sources of
financial information like stock price
STRATEGIES
BY AMANDA RAMIREZ,
HEAD OF LINC-STEM

As the availability and rate of information
are ever-increasing, hedge funds and asset
managers race to use more data in their
investment models to try to beat the
market and each other. One such example
is quantitative asset manager Renaissance
Technologies, which uses alternative data

data,

financial

statements

available data such as publishing from
financial regulators like the SEC or
Finansinspektionen, credit card transactions, to even satellite images. By
considering such data, actors can make
judgements about a particular company
or investment before the general market

investments and implement strategies. The
overall growth in the use and demand for
this data is reflected in the nearly doubled
amount of alternative data providers since
2010, the 450% increase in alternative data
FTEs at investment funds, and spending of
$1,708 Bn in 2020 from only $232 Bn in
2016 on the data and infrastructure.
1

Amanda Ramirez
Head of LINC-STEM

https://alternativedata.org/alternative-data/

press

releases. This could range from publicly

and quantitative methods to evaluate

1

or

USING ALTERNATIVE DATA IN
INVESTMENT STRATEGIES
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m realizes this and a price reaction is
initiated. Often, it is not so much that the
data itself is not available to the public.
Still, it is difficult and time-consuming to
download, clean, process, and analyze the
data to produce insights about a specific
company.

Sentiment analysis can follow after
acquiring certain types of alternative
data. For example, pulling tweets from
Twitter that mention a stock name or
ticker using their API can use sentiment
analysis models to determine whether the
text in the tweet has a positive or
negative sentiment. Thus, this inform-

To highlight a specific alternative data

ation can be used to evaluate the general

example, for my project in the trading

market psychology of a specific stock.

and quantitative research team in LINC

Whether it be the majority having a

R&A, I explored using insider trans-

particular sentiment, which could signal

actions and short-selling positions as

either an upward or downward move-

investment signals. This type of data

ment in price or perhaps very mixed

could generally be used as signals for

sentiments, signaling a period of vola-

upwards or downwards changes in price.

tility.

For

example,

if

multiple

insider

transactions are made within a specific
time frame, this could trigger a signi-

Thinking outside the box and utilizing

ficant movement in the stock either by

more forms of data than have been

volume or by the market reaction. While

traditionally used can provide firms and

this data is public, downloading and

individuals the edge over competition as

incorporating the data into a model is a

the market continues to become more

barrier for the market to fully react to the

efficient

information, which could be a window of

technology.

with

the

opportunity for those that can employ
the data fastest.

Amanda Ramirez

advancement

of
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BEHIND AND AHEAD
OF US
BY ALEXANDRA STRÅBERG
CHIEF ECONOMIST AND HEAD OF SUSTAINABILITY
SECRETARIAT AT LÄNSFÖRSÄKRINGAR

BEHIND AND AHEAD OF US
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W

e often need to go back in time to know

So, what lies ahead of us
in 2021 in terms of
economic development?
There are two very
important aspects to
have in mind:

where we are heading, since forecasting in
itself is based on looking at the past to
project the future. But 2020 gave the whole
macroeconomic community a completely new
challenge. How are we able to predict
something that we have no experience of in
the past? This turned out to be hard, not
surprisingly. But they were not alone in this.
This was a challenge to the whole global
community.

1.

If we in the spring of 2020
were

struggling

with

the

pandemic and economic chaos,
we are now facing a pandemic
with an economic recovery. Big
difference.

The past year was a roller coaster with quick

2. Vaccinations are fundamental

turnings and twirls. The lockdowns gave

to the development of the

instant economic effects and no country

economy. Not only because

knew what to do when to do it, and how to

people getting the two shots in

do it. No country was hit in the same way by

itself, but also due to the hope

the pandemic. No one knew.

that the vaccination brings for

We still don’t have all the answers, but we

a brighter future and an end to
the pandemic.

have now left 2020 with a bit more
knowledge on Covid-19; how it spreads, how
to treat it, and how to support the parts of
the economy that are hit the hardest. Still,
we are foremost left with the hope of a
vaccine.

So, even though we are in a recovery, we
still have the pandemic to deal with and we
are, due to Covid-restrictions, expecting a
weaker economy.

BEHIND AND AHEAD OF US
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The extent of the economic consequences

also in focus in Sweden where our

from Covid differs between regions. Europe

unemployment rate is much higher than it

has had a really hard time and remains

usually is, and then on top of that, we have

weaker, the US looks a little bit stronger and

oodles of people who are on ‘short-time-

China seems to be doing well. Sweden is
doing a bit better than the Eurozone. The
financial markets are marked with great
optimism for development. Partly due to
low interest rates and the flexible, relatively
fast-acting central banks. But foremost due
to strong fiscal reactions. The responses
from public policy have been supportive,

leave’ (korttidspermitterade in Swedish).
But, everything considered, Sweden is doing
well compared to the rest of Europe.
In summary, the global recovery is on its
way (even though Europe is struggling) and
the growth will start of slow but turn out
high this year. In short:

and together with generous packages, they

A really bad year lies behind us and a brighter

have been and will be a central part of the

year lies ahead of us.

recovery. Several additional huge recovery
packages have been put forward so far this

But, everything comes down to the

year, for instance from the new Biden

vaccinations.

administration. There is a big need for these
packages, especially for certain parts of the
economy. The service sector has had a much
bigger blow than the industrial sector, and
parts of the service sector will take some
time

to

recover

going

forward,

like

transport, traveling, and hospitality.
One area that will be in focus and that faces
a major challenge is the labor market. This is
especially noticeable in the US where the
employment rates are much lower than they
were before the pandemic. This area is

Alexandra Stråberg
Chief Economist and Head of the Sustainability
Secretariat, Länsförsäkringar
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About LINC Female Network

THE FEMALE NETWORK
COMMITTEE

Female Network is a committee within LINC,
with a vision to increase gender diversity in the
finance industry. By educating and encouraging
female students, we hope to create more
opportunities and inspire a career in finance.

Samantha Nordqvist

Emily May

Head of Female Network

Vice Head of Female
Network

About LINC - Lund University
Finance Society
Founded in 1991, LINC quickly became the
primary organization for students interested in

Nelly Åkesson

Ella Appelholm

Editor-in-Chief

Marketing Coordinator

Aulona Fetahu

Clara Falkenek

Event Coordinator

Relationship Coordinator

finance at Lund University. Through career
guidance,

theoretical

education,

practical

training, events and field trips, LINC aims to
support

ambitious

students

in

reaching

positions at top firms in the financial industry.
Today, LINC with its 2,400 members is the
leading finance society in Sweden and one of the
most prominent organizations of its kind in
Northern Europe.

LINC is sponsored by:

Follow us to stay updated!

LINC - FEMALE NETWORK

